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THE RELATIONSHIP AND COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF MINE
WATER PREVENTION SYSTEMS AND PRODUCTION

Solymos, A.
Ta tabanya Coal Mines
2803 Tatabanya Pf.: 323.

SUMMARY

The study provides a detailed analysis of sources of mine
water hazards, as well as their rate concerning the different aquifers.
It discusses the impact of the water hazard, the modes and
·economic aspects of the preventive measures in the early
stages of mining activity. The developments in the mine water prevention are illustrated by the description of modifications required in mining methods, and the details of
the method which was tailored to utilise the effects of the
mine water prevention. The study presents a production
method, which has been developed in the Tatablinya coalfield,
and proved to be best alternative considering the water hazard.
The predicted water hazard was a main point of consideration
in designing the production of the new large underground
mines, thus two aspects has gained crucial importance:
- The determination of the optimal location and capacity,
and the construction of the dewatering plants;
- The prevention of the modern, expensive equipments in the
mechanised working places.
The special preventive measures applied in the development
stage are discussed. The improvements and alterations in
planning and construction due to the increasing knowledge
is analysed in the context of effectiveness and economy of
water prevention.
It is suggested that the methods and timing of the development of the main haulages should be carefully determined,
parallel with the water prevention facilities.
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It is shown, that a good accordance can be achieved between
production and water prenntion ewn in variable geological
coaditions. Production methode and mining &)'Bte- are proposed, which can be applied in accordance with water.prevention.
!be role of the water hazard as a potential source of danger
'ftries rro. place to place, u well u according the type of
raw . . teri.al. Ill the cue of a producing lline the rate of
water baard ie controlled by the distance !r011 the aquifere
in the adjacent rock ... ses, the properties and thicknesses
of the strata separating the deposit and the aquifere, u
well u the rate of tectonic disturbance. It is also of
creat ~t&Dce wbetber the aquifer represent• a closed
apt., or .... t is the n.te of the water inflow if i t doea
exist. 'ftl.e c• •mication between different aquifere . .7 .alee
the probl• aore co.plex. Si.ailar proble- ha'Te to be encountered prior to production, in the de'Telo.-ent atap,
and the water of the aquifere should be treated as a potential source of asard during the construction.
lfear to exhaustion after 85 :yaare of production, in the

Tatablinya Coalfield the conclusions of tile water bazards and
the pre..-ea.tiw .... urea should n.tber be analped from historical upecte /pretendiq no further aurpriH of this
kind waite for v.j • .Duriq this period, all t7pee of water
haarde ban been occured, !r011 roca of different ceological

ace•.

'l'he waters contaiud in the baaciac-wall strata of the coal
• - - dicl DOt re)lre8ent Hrioua iJ~paet, th«NCb a f . .
are worth nouac.

cea"

'ftl.a water contaiQed ill Olicoceae nata ban cauae4 Hrioua
probl- in the develoJIIBilt •t&ce· 'hapor&rJ clifficulti"
ware arieed in the lfo. 12. abaft wt.n the D,r8cocyclilla-h•••~. far abow a. coal••
, Mil been opeMd &lCIIIC

border faul. te u world.as- ware ptti.ac cloeer to th"e
structures. When this l~toae baa bean drilled thr01ICb b7
a bole, tllaicb baa hit a drin, a larp i.llrv.h ... elq~Brieo
ced in tile Ito. 12/a colliei'J, 11114 01117 the oollapae of the
hole has &&Ted the lenl rro. a dieaetroua flood.
The water hazards caused b7 the presence of the !riusic
base-nt aquifer was nenrtheleaa the . .in factor to be enco. . tered in the !'ateWnp Coalfield. !hie factor Mil
gonnMtd the denlo..-..t of prenntive -thoda &Dd tile 110ft
data and Jmawledp baw been p-&4uall7 accw.ulated, the
better ... the \llllleretanding of the relationship of water
bazarde and production, parallel with the contilluoual7 increuinc lewl of . .chaniaation and tecbnolog.
The !riuaic base. .nt consists of Dacbetein Li. .stone and
dolomi tee, which elthibi t different character. The n.te of
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~nrushes comlng from the more porous aolomite were lower,
and their areal distribution were denser than those from the
Dachstein L~mestone. Thls rock type is more compact, but it
also contains larger dissolved ·caverns, and caves. Less,
though larger inrushes have been encountered from these
rocks. 232 cases have been encountered, 107 from Dachstein
Limestone, 125 from dolomite. The average rate was 2,5
~/min from the limestone, 1,2 i/min from dolomites /Fig. 1./.
The largest inrush from Dachstein Limestone produced 60
~/min, which has forced the No. 15/b. shaft to be abandoned.

In the older mines the main factor in the preventive actioos
against water hazard was the determination of the capacity
of dewatering stations. The main pump stations were always
built on the haulage levels beneath the shafts, immediately
after the shaft had been sunk down. Development workings
were continued by drifting ramps and inclines outside the
narrow shaft pillars, in order to achieve the production
stage as soon as possible. Thus each mining block had needed an overlifting pump station which has transferred the
accumulated mine water to the main dewatering station. If
larger water inrush had occured, the whole block has had to
be abandoned, the capacity of the main pump station had to
be increased or new openings have to be developed. There
are many contradicting opinions about the layout of these
mines, i.e. why had the shafts and main pump stations not
been located in the deepest point of the planned mineable
area. The concept can be explained with technical and economic reasons. Priority was given to the early commencement
of production in order to gain quick return of the investments. The provision of additional capacities to the pump
stations has been treated as secondary problems, which can
be solved in later stages of production. Even the risk of
temporary or final abandonment of mining blocks was accepted. It is obvious, that in this period of the passive prevention neither the knowledge and evaluation nor the pumps
were comparable to present standards.
In the period of passive of passive - preventive drainage
control the sole preventive measures was the determination
of sire and location of safety pillars at larger zones,
which have been delineated.
If no protective layer was present, the number of roadways
and working places was limited and the need of careful and
organised actions was emphasized. Several inrushes have been
prevented in this way. The route of draining of the inflooding water had to be selected first, starting from the
catchment of water at the place of inrush, following by its
direction into pipes, which were connected to the pumps. The
dirt and rubbish in the drifts and working places have sometimes caused serious problems, since they have deposited at
the inlet port of the pumps, decreasing their efficiency to
20u
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such an extent, that its water l1ft1ng capac1ty was no more
adequate.
The consequent plugging of the inflown waters /Wlth cementwater or cement-water-sand m1xtures/ was also appl1ed 1n
the Tatab&nya Coalfield. However, its application was
successful only if the water has achieved equilibr1um conditions, and the barrier was constructed to hold the water
pressure from the flooded area. Such operations made the
reopening of a colliery /Sikvtilgy/ possible.
In the 60's active prevention methods were introduced in
the No. 14 and 15/c shafts. In both collieries considerable
reserves were known. The seams were deposited immediately on
the basement, or on a thin protective layer. Separate dewatering shafts were constructed, drifts were developed and
holeswtre drilled from here to draw the water fro. the
basement rocks down, with the aim to lower the water level
on the area. The basement was dolaaite in the No. 14. shaft,
and Dachstein Limestone in the No. 15. shaft. In the 14/a
shaft a drift was developed underneath the coal se- and
12 holes were drilled ~ith 200 111111 di-eter. The discbarge
from the holes was 95 ~/min, while the total water discharge from the drift and the drill holes amounted 110 ~/min.
From the dewatering shaft of the No. 15/c colliery 4 holes
were drilled to drain a cavern-system along a tectonic zone.
These holes have yulded li&X. 40 IIi/min. water. The difference between the characters of the two aquifers is shown
in Fig. 3. The depression cone is concentric in the dolomite, and elliptical in the limestaoe, with longer axis
parallel with the fault zone. The difference has also been
reflected in the efficiency of the d_..tering operations.
To discuas this problem in details is beyon4 tAe scope of
the present study. ijowever, some t.cDnical details and
practical experiences of the draininc operatiaas through
drill-holes in the lfo. 14/a waterelaaft is worth noticing.
Gate Yalves have been iJUJtalled on the stand pipes, which
bad been cemented into the holes. These 'YILl ves can be remotely controlled from behind the safety barrier. This
a~nt is adftlltageous from safety reasons, and reduces the pollution of the water too.
As mentioned, the theoretical volume of the total discharge
was 110 ~/min - 15 !l/min from the drift and 95 a'/min was
the sum of yields from each drill holes - this equalled
approximately 75-85 a'/ain if the "contemporaneity" coefficient was considered. The working capacity of the dewatering plant was 60 a'/ain. /Fig. 4./ This limitation had to
be kept in mind in planning the production in the seam on
two wings from its centerline. The concept has been proved
to be correct in the final evaluation. The sequence and intensity of the discharges have been controlled. The drill-holes beneath the producing panel were set up to maximum
?07
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discharge, while those under the developments were closed,
and the total available capacity of the pumps was always
utilised. With such control the water which has flown into
the working places could even have been drawn down.
As is shown in Fig. 4. obtained depression did not provide
sufficient prevention for the lowest parts of the seam,
which bas been extracted by downward slicing, in five slices.
For this reason an entry was drifted into the lowest, not
mineable section of the seam from the producing mine, backed
by the prevention provided by the existing dewatering plant.
From this entry the water was drained throngh holes drilled
underneath the seam to be produced. This planned, preventive
measure was a consequence of an accident, when a downward
longwall bad been almost flooded by an 5 i/min inrush, which
has been eliminated by draining with holes drilled upwards
from a deeper point.The practice and experience gained at
the No. 14. shaft was utilised in the further developments
of complex water prevention methods.
In the No. 15/c shaft the drawdown of the karst water level
was inadequate to increase the specific dewatering of the
producing mine to a greater extent. Since this mine was
highly mechanised, very productive and economic, a new passive dewatering method was developed.This type of prevention has become necessary to prevent or to prepare for
handling water inrushes in order to protect the costly
equipments in the mechanised longwalls. The mode of developments were called as three-drift system /Fig. 5./. EssentiaiW, a water-entry is driven beside lower ribside entry
of an upward advancing longwall, leaving a narrow rib between the two drifts. This water-entry is connected to the
ribside entry by crosscuts. The water-entry itself is connected to main dewatering drift. Pipes are installed in the
goafside drift to drain any water inrushed before the crosscuts are completed. The water-entry becomes the ribside
dirft in the adjacent panel. This method was used as a
mining system in the Csordakut colliery. Where certain blocks
were situated under the water level. At Csordakut the prevention was enhanced by drilling 200 mm dia. holes in lengths
equal to the width of the longwall into the travertine
strata lying beneath the coal seam under a 3-6 m thick protective layer. In this way the water bas been deliberately
released from this aquifer.
In planning the production, once the direction of the advance of longwalls bad been decided, the production sequence
should be determined /Fig. 5./. The water can be discharged
along a prepared route, or alternatively it can be led into
the goaf, if bottom-point discharge can be predicted. In the
latter caee upward advancing stopes can be established, and
the water from the longwalls accumulates in the lower goafside drift, where it flows into the goaf of a deeper longwall stope. If the production is carried out in two or more
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sli:es, thl.S method is not safe an.v more. Experl.ences have
shown that the water can not flow freely in the goaf on a
permanent basis. Thus it is necessary to drive a "third"
drl.ft to secure the safe discnarge of water. As production
sequence downward direction was chosen. This alternative
offers the following advantages:
1./ there is no need to maintain permanent pillars for the
roadways, intake and return airways, water entries, these
pillard can also be stoped out;
2./ the haulage drifts on the lower /-deeper/ sides of the
longwall can be better preserved if driven in a larger distance from goaf of the preceding longwall.
3./ the ribs, which separate the adjacent longwalls are
smaller, and can be stoped utilising the conveyors of thPlongwalls.
In the Tatabanya Coalfield considerable experience rised
from the long~adition of water problems. These l.nformations have been already available in the planning stage of
the modern mining, and most of them could have been used.
It is widely known that the arguments preceding the development of new mines were mainly focussed on the complex
problem of water hazard. Expensive hydrological tests have
been carried out. Their evaluation has provided a reliable
basis for the predictl.on of the hydrological properties,
flow rates, dischargeability of the aquifers, and the potential degree of water hazard.
Two main aspects have governed the planning of production
from the large modern mines:
-the capacity of the dewatering plants had to be carefully
analysed, determined and installed;
- to avol.d situations, when incidental water inrush might
flood the modern, mechanised, expensive working places.
In the first task the determination of a suitable safety
factor is necessary, which incorporates the predicted maximum volume of accidental water inflow or inrush. Facilities
have to be provided to sediment the solid material carried
by the water.
The second question is to be analysed when the initial developments are located, or the place of the main pumping
station is to be determined. Based on previous experiences,
our main concept was to allow the water to flow gravitatively
to the main pump station, in opposite direction with the ad~ce of the stopes. Provisions, like traps for solid matter, pipes should also be installed, when necessary, using
i~proved methods,
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Usine this principle, the main dewater~ng station should be
located in the deepest point of the mine, or the m~neable
area. In mines, which produce more types of raw materials like in the Nagyegyhaza colliery - the deepest point refers
to the lowest deposit- in this case the bauxite.
What are the consequences of this governing principle to
the relationship of the mining methods and water prevention
in the construction, development and production stages of a
new mine?
During the construction, the shafts and inclines have to
transsect the aquiferous Oligocene sands and the Eocene Alveolina - limestone in the overlying strata above the coal-seam.Their communication with the travertine limestones
within, and the dolomites below the coal seams should be
tested. In this stage the main factors are the safety, cost
and time of construction. At Tatabanya the time was of primary importance, owing to the several years delay. Following the evaluation of data gained from the drill-holes in
the axes of the planned shafts, /dewatering shaft and intake
shaft/ the contractor /BBnyaszati Aknamelyito Vallalat/ ha8
taken the risk to sink the shaft through the younger sands,
sandstones without freezing.
0,6 ~/min and 0,2 ~/min water was lifted in the dewatering
shaft and the intake shaft respectively. It should be mentioned, that six 216 mm dia. drill-holes were drilled from
the surface to 54~ depth around,the dewatering shaft, and
water-wells were constructed. 1 m/min water was pumped from
these weiS, and this operation has provided adequate depression to ensure the conditions for shaft sinking. The
Alveolina-limestone has also been tested bY drill-holes.
Though the preliminary inJec~ion of these strata had been
planned, this was proved to be unnecessary. The hit of the
lower aquifers were to be avoided. Water has flown into the
dewatering shaft from a predraining hole, which has been
consequently injected. This injection has allowed to reach
the bottom succesfully in a safe way, leaving a suitable
specific protective layer.
It is' now proved that the traditional method of shaft sinking in this case was not only time - saving but also less
expensive than the freezing method. This case is a good
example for how can positive results achieved by accepting
the risk coming from the unsolved questions of the evaluation of preliminary tests.
At Nagyegyhaza and Many the paths of the main inclines have
been tested by drill holes. At Nagyegyhaza, when the direction of haulage has been decided, the inclines were driven
on the western side. They transsected only the Alveoline-limestone. Injection was initially planned in this section.
Underground tests have revealed that this was not necessary
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/Fig. 6./. In the design of the twin inclines at Many the
Oligocene kaol~nite-containing marly sand has req~red great
attention. A special pre-draining method was plw~ed on this
section. The results, obtained from the test holes drilled
from the heading have proved, that there was no need to
apply this preventive measure. Dolomite was situated underneath the inclines. Its proximity has necessitated special
protection. Insulation is being carried out with a method
developed by the Central Mining Research Institute using
a sealant material made under Soviet licence, through a
drill hole, from the surface.
Large variation was observed between the predicted and the
actual properties of the aquifers during the construction.
These variations may highly effect the technology, and consequently the time and expenses of the workings. We do not
want to criticise the predictions, since these were very
comprehensive, and also suggested the higher risk alternative. It has to be emphasized, however, that total safety
is not the best alternative, if it requires methods, which
are frequently much more expensive than the others. This
opinion refers rather the earlier disputes over this
matter, and not the present case.
The problems of the design of the developments of a water
hazardous mine differ according arrangement of shafts, inclines and dewatering stations. When the developments start
from a shaft, which has been sunk down to the deepest point
of the coal-seam after the main dewatering station has been
completed, the development headings are advancing in one
direction upwards, and the main dewatering station provides
suitable protection. If inclines are developed, or the headings are advancing in more directions, the main dewatering
station is installed only when developments have reached
the deepest point of the mine. In the first case the ma~n
dewatering station may alone be suitable to provide adequate
protection. In the second case, however the time needed for
the development is shorter. At Nagyegyhaza a dewatering
plant was installed to protect the development headings. Its
construction has been carried out after the intake and conveyor-inclines and the adjacent main openings have been
completed under large specific protection. There were both
time consideratio~~ld economic aspects in chasing this
arrangement. The capacity was given in 35 i/min, as determined by the prognostised value of water inflow during the
developments. In the first stage the deepest point of the
mineable area was given in the -130 m b.s.l. level, while
the haulage level was located at the +30 m b.s.l. level. This
160 m vertical distance was traversed by a twin raise in
900 m length. The development of these two headings was
thought to be a difficult and interesting task, since the
protection of these drifts were not adequate, as calculated
to the travertine aquifer between the two coal seams. The
raises were driven by mechanised technology. The protection
was provided by two 200 DDD dia. pressure lines, which have
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always been connected to the mob1le pumps at the head1ngs.
No water has been drawn. The excavations of the dewatering
station at the +130 m level, in the hang1ng wall are practically completed. The travertine which has been tested by
several drill-holes, was proved to be more favourable than
predicted along the path of the main raises.
Similar principles have to be followed in the planning of
the mining blocks. The main aspect i.e. the gravitative flow
of the incidentally or deliberately released water, req~res
updip advancing drifting, even in the development headings.
Th1s consideration has to be kept in ming in the arrangement
oi the water entry on the lower boundary of a longwall stope,
even if it bas to cross aquiferous laye:rs on its path. In
this case~ however, it migbt ~practical to apply preliminar~ rock sealing on the aquifer in the section of the
drift and the adjacent zones. Its layout should be planned
in such a way that tbe footwall rocks should be connected
to the lower water entry of the longwall stope even if the
tectonic conditions are not properly known.
It'is reasonable to drive the development drifts from the
water entry. The treatment of the waters released by the
upward advancing drifts is less difficult and expensive than
those from downdip drifts, where the inrushed water might
adversely effect the advance even when the capacity of the
pumps at the headings have been properly chosen.
The complex method of water prevent1on and its relationshlp
Wlth mining in the Nagyegyhaza m1ne where more seams and
type of raw materials are to be mined, 1s shown on Fig. 1.
The dewatering plant, with 75 J/min capacity, is to be lnatalled on the -130 level. 13 million tons of coal and 5
million tons of bauxite is found in this occurence. This plant
provides the protection for the extraction of a part of the
coal reserves as well as for th• bauxite production planned
in the first stage. A second dewatering plant is planned at
the. V-1 shaft, which would also be connected to the drainage
network. From that time the present plant will only pump
drinking water tram the dolomite beneath the bauxite.
The upper coal seam will be mined With passive water - prevention.· The Alveolina-lim.. tone, which lias 40 m a bow the
seam is tapped by drillholes already in the development
•~age. Only neglipble amount or water was 4rawn fr011 the
limeatone above the firat developed mining block, Iince the
limestone was more compact, leas fractured in this place.
Since the thickness ot the protective layer il 40 111, and
the strength of the overlying strata is increasing with the
distance from the coal aeam, f~ture experiencas will give
the answer tor the behaviour o~ the limestone and the mode
of discharge of the semnant water, which will be atored in
it. The development ot Weber-cavitiea might also be an~,

l
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countered,
r.:arls are found 1n the immed1ate footwall of w upper coal
seam. Though these rocks are imperv1ous concernJne the
water hazards fro~ footwall strata, their thickness lS insufflclent to proVlde su1table specif1c protect1on aga1nst
the waters from the underlying travertine limestone. The
experience gained from underground developments snow, timt
its properties are more favourable tilan expected, in a
regional scale. This opinion has resulted from the exposed
sections of these strata in the initlal development workings,
as well as from the success of several k1lometers driveage
which has been carr1ed out with inadequate specific protectlon, but no water has been got. In the upper coal seam the
three-drift system 1s planned w1th a mod1fied arrangement.
The third dr1ft will be located away from the longwall-heading near the goaf, in stress-released area. A drainage pipe
is 1nstalled and left 1n the lower r1bs1de drift of the
stope in the goaf. When it will be reached, this pipe w1ll
be reopened in regular spacings and connected to the water
entry. Other two alternatives have also been evaluated: the
applicat1on of the drainage-pipeline left in the goaf as
the only prevention, or the drive of the th1rd dr1ft ad,Jacent to the goaf. It is not clear, however, whether the p1pes
and JOunts can res1st to the load produced by the goaf, or
the rock debr1s carried by the water does not bl1nd the
p1pes, In emergency it is poss1ble to hole through quickly
to the ,1uncti on of long walls from a mearby dr1 ft. The goafside drift means increased fire hazard, even at proper ventillat1on,s1nce the coal from the unmined upper slice unavoidably mix with the waste 1n the goaf because of the
uneven bedding. In other collieries 3-5 m wide rib was
successfully used to prevent generat1on of fire. At the
Csordakut colliery, however, great d1.fficulties had to be
overcome to maintain the third drift, which was ahead of
the longwall face.
The travertine limestone gives the immed1ate hanging-wall of
the lower coal seam. A great number of data about its hidrological properties will have accumulated until its extraction begins. In the hydrological test holes the static head
of the waters of this aquifer was sinnlar to that of the
dolomites in the footwall, owing to their communication
along faults. It will be tapped by holes drilled from a
mult1-purpose drift developed at the base of the coal seam,
Drill-holes will be necessary malnly along the tecto~c
zones.
One of the most dlfflcul t tacks is the floor-1nde protectlon
of the mult1ple sl1ced production of the lower coal seam,
The 1nc1dental water-1nrush 1nto produc1n~ faces snould be
avo1ded as poss1ble. For th1e reason wut~r entr1es w111 be
developed w1 th 200-250 m apac1 !18 parallel Wl th the development drlfts of the planned lon~alls over them. 1Tom these
2lj
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drifts large diameter holes will be drilled parallel w~ th
the footwall line towards the planned longwall faces. Provisions have to be made to install perforated casing in
these holes. The holes will either directly tap water of the
aquifer, or induced water inflow might develop on the periphery of the holes by the~fects of the approaching longwall
face over the holes. Both processes can create adequate protection for the stopes. The three-drift system in the development works may also increase the safety.
The exploitation of the bauxite reserves will follow the
extraction of the coal seams. For water prevention drifts
will be developed in the footwall dolomite and the water
will be tapped by drill-holes made from these drifts, tc
create a local drawdown. The reworked dolomite, which is
situated in the hanging wall, will have limited water reserves with no additional supply.
This water will be drawn by drill-holes containing perforated casing. Sublevel-caving method is planned for the
mining of the bauxite. The caving of the first stopes at
the deepest level of the orebody will also increase the
efficiency of the discharge of the hanging wall aquifers.
My aim was to give· a summary of the water prevention

methods and practices which will be introduced in the m~ning
at Tatab&nya during the future new period. These methods ~~d
practices are based on the knowledge and informations gathered from the exhausting Tatabanya Coalf~d, and at the Csordakut colliery, which has similar hydrogeological properties
to that of Nagyegyhaza. The staff, which is responsible for
the actual tasks of construction and mine development, is
provided by a through and comprehensive evaluation as a result of cooperation of institutes, committees and individual
experts. Despite of this, I believe that there is still much
information and experience which have to be collected and
evaluated in the future, ideas, opinions and practices will
be improved, modified or even altered along with the scientific, technical and technological developments.
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